City Council Introduction: Monday, June 5, 2006
Public Hearing: Monday, June 12, 2006, at 1:30 p.m.
Bill No. 06R-110

FACTSHEET
TITLE: COMPREHENSIVE PLAN AMENDMENT NO.
06002, by the Director of Planning, at the request of
Kent Seacrest on behalf of Developments Unlimited
LLP, on property generally located at S. 84th Street
and Rokeby Road.
STAFF RECOMMENDATION: Approval, as revised on
May 10, 2006.

SPONSOR: Planning Department
BOARD/COMMITTEE: Planning Commission
Public Hearing: 03/15/06; 03/29/06; 04/12/06;
04/26/06; and 05/10/06
Administrative Action: 05/10/06
RECOMMENDATION: Approval, as revised on May
10, 2006 (8-0: Larson, Taylor, Carroll, Esseks, Strand,
Cornelius, Sunderman and Carlson voting ‘yes’;
Krieser absent).

FINDINGS:
1.
This proposed Comprehensive Plan Amendment and the associated Waiver of Sanitary Sewer Design Standards
No. 06002, were heard before the Planning Commission at the same time.
2.
The amendment to the Comprehensive Plan proposes to: a) amend the 2025 Future Service Limit to add land west
of 98th Street, from Yankee Hill Road to ½ mile south of Rokeby Road; b) amend the Urban Growth Tier and
associated maps in the same area from Tier I, Priority B, to Tier I, Priority A, and land from Tier II to a mix of Tier I,
Priority A and B; and c) change the land use for the land being added to the Future Service Limit from Agricultural to
Urban Residential.
The staff report explains that planned Beal Slough sewer lines likely would need to be upgraded, at the developers’
3.
cost, to open up this additional area. The report also points out that the additional sewage is likely to hasten the
time when the Salt Creek trunk line further downstream reaches capacity and a new southwest treatment plant or
detention facility must be built.
The applicant had originally requested to amend the plan to serve up to 1,000 acres; however, the property owners
4.
on the eastern portion, generally on the west side of 98th Street, have chosen not to join with the remaining coalition
in a developer agreement to pay for the oversizing of the sanitary sewer. Therefore, the revised staff
recommendation is approval to serve up to 725 acres .
5.
The staff recommendation of approval to serve up to 725 acres is based upon the “Comprehensive Plan
Implications” as set forth on p.3-7, concluding that, while contrary to the policy of transferring waste from one basin
to another, 1) it will help square off the development pattern in this area; 2) it is a more efficient use of future
infrastructure investments; and 3) it will probably not increase the amount of grading, and could actually result in
development following the existing contours. The specific amendments to the Comprehensive Plan are set forth on
p.7.
6.
This Comprehensive Plan Amendment and the associated Waiver of Sanitary Sewer Design Standards were
deferred at the Planning Commission until the sewer study had been completed and to allow negotiations with the
property owners.
The minutes of the public hearings before the Planning Commission are found on p.9-13. There was no testimony
7.
in opposition.
The revised staff recommendation submitted on May 10, 2006, is found on p.26-29.
8.
9.
On May 10, 2006, the Planning Commission agreed with the revised staff recommendation and voted 8-0 to
recommend approval. The revised Future Land Use Map and Proposed Priority & Tier Designations map as
recommended by the Planning Commission are found on p.14-15.
On May 10, 2006, the Planning Commission also voted 8-0 to adopt Resolution No. PC-00997, approving the waiver
10.
of sanitary sewer design standards (See p.30-32).
The applicants and City staff have been negotiating a development agreement for this land, which appears as a
11.
separate item on this same agenda. There are unresolved differences regarding what infrastructure costs to serve
this area should be reimbursed by the City and over what time period. A separate memo summarizing these
differences will be submitted to the Council in advance of the hearings.
FACTSHEET PREPARED BY: Jean L. Walker
REVIEWED BY:__________________________
REFERENCE NUMBER: FS\CC\2006\CPA.06002

DATE: May 31, 2006
DATE: May 31, 2006

COMPREHENSIVE PLAN AMENDMENT NO. 06002
S. 84thand Rokeby Road: Future Service Limit
Updated May 10, 2006
Location
Generally between S. 70th and
98th Street, from Yankee Hill
Road to ½ mile south of Rokeby
Road

Proposal
Amend the 2025 Lincoln/ Lancaster County
Comprehensive Plan to
1) Amend the 2025 Future Service Limit (FSL) to add land
west of 98th Street, from Yankee Hill Road to ½ mile south
of Rokeby Road.
2) Amend the Urban Growth Tier and associated maps in
the same area from Tier I, Priority B to Tier I Priority A and
land from Tier II to a mix of Tier I Priority A and B.
3) Change the land use in the land being added to the FSL
from Agricultural to Urban Residential.

Recommendation: Approval of option to serve up to 725 acres, if the property owners
agree to fund all the sanitary sewer costs associated with adding this additional area
— or less area if not all the property owners are willing to fund the improvements.

Status/Description
Change to Future Service Limit
The applicant has proposed to expand the Future Service Limit and change land to Priority A at
approximately 84th and Rokeby Road. The applicant has determined a way to build a gravity sanitary sewer
that could serve land from the “Hickman” basin into the Beal Slough basin. Adding land to the Beal Slough
basin could impact two sewer lines currently under design and proposed for construction this spring/
summer. In order to not delay the design and construction of these two sewer lines, the City agreed to
forward this Comprehensive Plan Amendment, even though all the details are not yet finalized.
During the past month the applicant has been working with various land owners in this area to finalize
the boundaries of the application and form a “coalition” of owners. However, at this time, not all of the property
owners have agreed to share in the cost of the oversizing caused by this additional area. Thus, the applicant
has submitted two options: Option A is the largest area and includes approximately 380 acres; Option B is
only for 120 acres if other owners do not agree to fund the oversizing. The applicant’s proposal is
summarized as:
Option A Proposal — Multiple Properties West of 84th Street: Extension of Future Service Limit
to add approximately 380 acres, between South 70th Street and South 84th Street on both sides of Rokeby
Road. (See Option A Exhibit).
Option B Proposal — Developments Unlimited Property Only: Extension of Future Service Limit
to add approximately 120 acres, between South 70 th Street and South 77th Street on both sides of Rokeby
Road. (See Option B Exhibit).
Option C Proposal — 1,000 Acres: Extension of Future Service Limit to add approximately 1,000
acres, between South 70th Street and South 98th Street on both sides of Rokeby Road. (See Option C
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Exhibit). This would include Jensen Park. Excluding the park land, there is about 875 acres of privately
owned land within the identified area.
All three options would be accomplished by a gravity "wrap around sewer" that cuts through the Beal
Slough ridge line and other hill sections. At its deepest, the cut would be approximately 21 feet. The sewer
would be at least 15 feet below the finished grade. This proposal would transfer a substantial area from the
"Hickman" drainage basin into the Beal Slough basin.
Comprehensive Plan Implications
There are five segments of sanitary sewer lines which were studied in terms of the potential impact
depending on the number of additional acres served. The following segments were studied:
“City Sewers” (Sewer Identification from Developer Agreement)
From the Salt Valley main trunk line to S. 27th Street a major relief sanitary sewer line is already under
#1a
construction. Fortunately, at least 1,000 acres can be added to the service area for this line without
going over the capacity of the pipe under construction.
#1b

From 27th to 56th Street, south of Highway 2, the existing sewer line is already over capacity. The City
has plans for a relief sewer line of approximately 24 inches in size to serve the planned future
development in Beal Slough basin. This sewer line is in the recently released draft Capital
Improvement Program (CIP) for construction in the year 2009-2009 from 27 th to 40th Street and in
2011-12 for the segment from 40th to 56th Street. This sewer has capacity for additional 150 acres.

#2

From 56th Street & Highway 2 to approximately 60th & Pine Lake Road there is an existing 27 inch
sewer line. The City has no plans to improve this line.

#3

From 60th & Pine Lake Road to S. 70 th Street & Yankee Hill Road a 24 to 18 inch sewer line is
proposed generally east of Village Gardens. This sewer line is under design and was to be bid in April
2006 at a cost of approximately $1 million. However, due to some design changes, it could cost up
to $1.5 million. The funds for this additional costs have not yet been identified. A portion of this sewer
may have to be built by Krueger Development due to funding constraints with repayment in later
years.

Developer Sewers
A & B From 70th Street to Yankee Hill Road, then south approximately 3/4 mile to Rokeby Road. These
proposed sewer lines will be built by Krueger Development with all sewer lines 10 inches or greater
in size, eligible to be reimbursed through impact fees. The reimbursement is proposed for funding in
the draft CIP in 2008-2009.
C to I

All remaining extensions would be new sewer lines that are only needed if this Comprehensive Plan
Amendment is approved. There is no funding for these sewer lines planned in the draft CIP, nor has
the City considered building these sewer lines in the 2025 planning period.

From the studies, the following is a very generalized conclusion as to the impact of adding 500, 725
or 1,000 acres to the various segments of pipe.
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Additional Improvements to the Beal Slough Sanitary Sewer
Based on Number of Acres Added to Basin
Number of Acres Added
500

Sewer line segment
“City” Sewer Lines
1a - S.V. T - 27th

0
n/a

None

None

None

1b - 27th to 56th St

n/a

38th-56th
upsize 24" - 27"

27th - 56th
upsize to all 30"

27th - 56th
upsize to all 30"

2 -56th & Hwy 2 to
60th & Pine Lake Road

n/a

None

None

N. of PLR 2,500'
Parallel ext sewer w/27"

3- 60th & Pine Lake Rd
to 70th & Yankee Hill
Road

n/a

None

Along 70th 1,500'
upsize 21-24"

Along 70th 2,000' *
upsize 21-24"
So. Of PLR 500'
upsize 24 - 27"

n/a

City base 10 -15'’
to be oversized

City base 10 -15'’
to be oversized

City base 10 -15'’
to be oversized

n/a

Developer lines
to be oversized

Developer lines
to be oversized

Developer lines
to be oversized

Developer Sewer
A & B - 70th & Yankee
Hill Road to 3/4 mile
south
C to I Additional
Developer Lines

725

1000

The proposed sewer line wrapping around the hill would also serve land east of 84th Street, including
the future Jensen Park and possibly serve part of unincorporated Cheney. However, the Cheney system is
constructed to drain to the northeast into a series of lagoons in the Stevens Creek basin.
The City has stated that due to funding constraints and the fact that this additional area is not part of
the natural drainage basin, the City could not recommend approval of this amendment unless the property
owners fund all of the additional cost required to serve the additional area. The applicant has proposed a
separate developer agreement in which the developer would pay for the oversizing. The details of this
agreement have not been completely worked out at this time.
This proposal is contrary to Sanitary Sewer Design Standard 2.1 which states that “The transfer of
wastewater from one watershed to another by any means, such as a lift station or construction of a sanitary
sewer which cuts through the ridge separating watersheds, shall not be permitted.”
The Comprehensive Plan on page F 77 states
“The City’s collection system, in general, will continue to be a gravity fed system that is designed to
accommodate urbanization of drainage basins and sub-basins. This system encourages orderly
growth within the natural drainage basin boundaries. This policy encourages urban growth from the
lower portion of the drainage basin and prohibits pumping of wastewater across basin boundaries.
Explore alternative methods, such as lift stations, where practical.”
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The City has developed a temporary lift station policy. However, this area would not meet the criteria
for that policy in that a lift station here would not be temporary. A trunk line to serve the “Hickman” basin is not
even contemplated in the next 25 years or beyond. Also, the developer does not need a lift station to serve the
eastern portion of this property.
If this proposal is not approved, the developers would typically grade this land substantially in order to
“push” ridge line as much as possible. The applicant has stated this proposal could actually reduces the
overall amount of earth moving.
In the Woodlands at Yankee Hill proposal at 84th and Yankee Hill the City had already tentatively agreed
to smaller scale proposal to transfer a perhaps 60+/- acres from Hickman into the Beal Slough basin by
grading and running a sewer through the hill. The approval and details showing how this could be done by
gravity were not included in the Woodlands PUD approved by the Planning Commission.
This proposal would also “square off” the future city limits. Currently the ridge line of the Beal Slough
basin would leave an area between 70th and 84th and Yankee Hill Road and Rokeby Road as unsewerable,
even with substantial grading.
This proposal would be a more efficient use of future infrastructure investment. Eventually a water
main would be built along 84th and Rokeby, and Rokeby Road would be paved from 70th to 84th Street. This
additional area to be served would benefit from these improvements, without any additional cost. To serve the
area ½ mile south of Rokeby, the existing asphalt paving might be useable, with some additional turn lanes,
given that most of the traffic would use Rokeby Road.
This proposal adds to the number of acres flowing into the Salt Valley trunk line. This will impact the
timing of the need for a Southwest Wastewater Facility (SWWF). The City is in the process of finding a
location for this facility. With the current 2025 Plan, it is anticipated that the Salt Valley trunk line could serve
all of Tier I without the need for the SWWF. However, by adding this 380 to 1,000 acres, the SWWF could be
needed earlier than 2025.
Change to Priority A
The Comprehensive Plan states the following about priority areas on page F 29:
“Priority A of Tier I
Areas designated for near term development are generally contiguous to existing development and
should be provided with basic infrastructure within 12 years of the adoption of the plan. Some of the
infrastructure required for development may already be in place. This area includes some land already
annexed, but is still undeveloped and without significant infrastructure. Areas with this designation are
the next priority for infrastructure programming. Some infrastructure improvements may be done in
the near term while others, such as road improvements that are generally more costly, may take
longer to complete.
Priority B of Tier I
The next area for development beyond Priority A, which currently lack almost all of the infrastructure
required to support development. In areas with this designation, the community will maintain present
uses until urban development can commence. Infrastructure improvements to serve this area will not
initially be included in the City's CIP, but will be considered in the long term capital improvement
planning of the various city and county departments.”
The Comprehensive Plan then addresses how the priority areas are to be used to guide infrastructure
financing and utility planning. In particular, on page F 29 and 30 the Plan states:
“The principles for prioritization and the individual priority areas are described as follows:
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•

Generally, adequate infrastructure improvements should be completed in all Priority A areas where
there is development interest prior to beginning infrastructure in Priority B areas.

•

It is anticipated that there may be some unique circumstances to warrant consideration of
development of land in Priority B, prior to the full completion of improvements in Priority A. The
community will consider development in a sub-basin in Priority B areas, before completing the
infrastructure in Priority A areas, if all of the following conditions are met:
1) the project is contiguous to the City and proposed for immediate annexation, and is consistent with
principles of the Comprehensive Plan,
2) the developer provides information demonstrating how the necessary infrastructure improvements
to serve the sub-basin would be provided and financed. The City shall contact other public agencies
to obtain their report on the infrastructure necessary to serve the sub-basin including utilities, roads,
fire service, public safety, parks, trails, schools and library needs.
3) the impact that development in the sub-basin will have on capital and operating budgets, level of
service, service delivery and Capital Improvement Programs is addressed,
4) there is demonstrated substantial public benefit and circumstances that warrant approval of the
proposal in advance of the anticipated schedule.” (Emphasis added)

The needed water, streets and watershed improvements to serve the additional area around 84th and
Rokeby are not in the City’s Capital Improvement Program (CIP).
Public Works and Utilities and Watershed Management and Lower Platte South NRD have the following
comment:
“This amendment would allow for several hundred acres to be sewerable (i.e. developed) in the 2 - 6
year time frame, while the majority of drainage would continue to flow in the Wagon Train Watershed.
The City as well as the Lower Platte South NRD, and National Resources Conservation Service are
concerned as the watershed is currently rural and agricultural and urbanization without proper drainage
planning will cause significant adverse impacts to the streams and recently renovated Wagon Train
Lake.
Prior to any development in this area a drainage Master Plan for the upper end of the watershed that
includes the developable acres should be developed with potential guidelines/ BMPS/ordinance
changes to assure that future development will not cause stream degradation or adverse impacts to
the Lake.”
The agreement should also state that development in the Wagon Train basin would not take place until
a Watershed Master Plan for the urbanized area is complete. The developer would have the option to fund this
study if they did not want to wait for the city to conduct the study.
Due to the time constraints of sizing and constructing the sanitary sewer, the proposed developer
agreement will focus on sanitary sewer due to the need to address this improvement now. All other
improvements will be addressed through the standard process of annexation.
The most recent Water Facilities Master Plan did not model this area, so no improvements have been
identified yet. This will be done in 2007 when we update the Master Plan. Based on a preliminary review, the
areas to be served by this amendment will all most likely be served by the Cheney Booster District. 16" mains
will be required on the section lines, with a possible 24" main in 84th St. None of these mains are in the
proposed CIP.
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Public Works and Utilities Department has reservations about the ability of city funding for other
improvements, such as water mains and arterial streets. Their concern is that this amendment should not
raise expectations about improvements being funded. No arterial streets, outside of Antelope Valley, 48th and
O Street and the South Beltway in the CIP for funding in the next six years.
Conclusion
This proposal, while contrary to the policy of transferring waste from one basin to another, should be
approved because: 1) it will help square off the development pattern in this area; 2) it is a more efficient use
of future infrastructure investments; 3) will probably not increase the amount of grading, and could actually
result in development following the existing contours; and 4) additional costs over the normal sanitary sewer
needs. If the owners do not agree to fully fund this additional cost, then the amendment should be denied. A
separate developer agreement will be forwarded with this amendment on the City Council agenda for
consideration.
When this proposal first came in for only 380 acres, the impact on schools, fire, parks and trails and
other services was probably very minimal. However, since this proposal has expanded to 1,000 acres, these
other needs should be addressed in more detail prior to development. Particularly there are significant
questions as to how 98th Street would connect into the arterial street system north of Rokeby Road. Currently
98th crosses a railroad track and does not connect to Highway 2. Thus, staff recommends the land from 98th
Street to ½ mile west be designated as Priority B, until several service and infrastructure issues can be
studied in more detail.
If the property owners agree to fund the sanitary sewer costs associated with serving the additional
area – the City’s preference is for up to 1,000 acres, which is the largest area and “squares off” the city limits
and is the most efficient use of the infrastructure investment in this area.
Approval of the Comprehensive Plan Amendment and developer agreement, if the issues can be
resolved, does not imply anything in regards to the availability of city funding for water mains, arterial streets
or watershed facilities in the next 12 years – which will mark Priority A in the updated Comprehensive Plan.
The needed water, streets and watershed improvements to serve the additional area around 84th and Rokeby
are not in the City’s Capital Improvement Program (CIP). The proposed developer agreement will solely focus
on sanitary sewer due to the need to address this improvement now, before the sanitary sewer mains are built.
Other improvements will be addressed through the standard process of annexation.
Amend the Comprehensive Plan as follows: Approval of option to serve up to 725 acres, if the
property owners agree to fund all the sanitary sewer costs associated with adding this additional area
— or less area if not all the property owners are willing to fund the improvements.
1.
Amend the”Lincoln/Lancaster County Land Use Plan”, figure on pages F 23 and F 25, for the area in
the vicinity of 84th and Rokeby Road as shown on the attached “Proposed Future Landuse” exhibit to
a.

Add the land to the Future Service Limit, and

b.

Change the land uses from Agricultural to Urban Residential

2.

Amend the “Urban Growth Tier” figure on page F 27 to change land from Tier II to Tier I in the vicinity
of 84th Street and Rokeby Road as shown on the following “Proposed Priority and Tier Designations”
exhibit.

3.

Amend the “Tier I – Priority Areas” figure on page F 31 to change land from Tier I, Priority B to Tier I
Priority A, and from Tier II to Tier I, Priority A and from Tier II to Tier I, Priority B as shown on the
following “Proposed Priority and Tier Designations” exhibit.
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Prepared by:
Stephen Henrichsen
441-6374, shenrichsen@lincoln.ne.gov
Date:

Updated May 10, 2006

Applicant:

Developments Unlimited LLP
8020 O Street
Lincoln, NE 68510

Contact:
Kent Seacrest
1111 Lincoln Mall, Suite 350
Lincoln, NE 68508
435-6000
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COMPREHENSIVE PLAN AMENDMENT NO. 06002,
PUBLIC HEARING BEFORE PLANNING COMMISSION:

March 15, 2006

Members present: Sunderman, Strand, Esseks, Krieser, Taylor, Larson, Carroll and Carlson.
Staff recommendation: Approval of Option A, if the property owners agree to fund the sanitary sewer
costs associated with adding this additional area; or only the Option B proposal, if they are the only
properties willing to fund the improvements.
Ex Parte Communications: None.
Additional information submitted for the record: Steve Henrichsen of Planning staff submitted a letter
from the applicant requesting a two-week delay. This will also allow this amendment to be heard at the
same time as the waiver to the sanitary sewer design standard. Henrichsen noted that both the
Comprehensive Plan Amendment and the waiver are an attempt to accommodate looking at expanding
the future service limit. There are two sanitary sewers that are under design that the city hopes to put
out to bid in May. The city is trying to look at oversizing those sewers but yet keep the design moving
forward because there are several subdivisions in process that require those two new sanitary sewers.
If this amendment were to be delayed longer it would impact the construction of the sanitary sewer.
Henrichsen is hopeful that the details will be worked out before the March 29th meeting.
Strand moved to defer, with continued public hearing and action scheduled for March 29, 2006,
seconded by Carroll and carried 8-0: Sunderman, Strand, Esseks, Krieser, Taylor, Larson, Carroll and
Carlson voting ‘yes’.
There was no other testimony.
COMPREHENSIVE PLAN AMENDMENT NO. 06002
and
WAIVER NO. 06002
PUBLIC HEARING BEFORE PLANNING COMMISSION:

March 29, 2006

Members present: Esseks, Taylor, Carroll, Larson, Krieser, Strand, Cornelius, Sunderman and Carlson.
Staff recommendation:
Comprehensive Plan Amendment: Approval of Option A, if the property owners agree to fund
the sanitary sewer costs associated with adding this additional area, or approval of only Option
B, if the applicant is the only property willing to fund the improvements.
Waiver: Approval of the area included in Comprehensive Plan Amendment No. 06002 with
Developer Agreement to pay for the cost of over-sizing the sanitary sewer.
Ex Parte Communications: None
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Steve Henrichsen of Planning staff requested a two-week deferral to allow additional time to complete
the sewer study.
Strand moved to defer, with continued public hearing and action scheduled for April 12, 2006, seconded
by Larson and carried 9-0: Esseks, Taylor, Carroll, Larson, Krieser, Strand, Cornelius, Sunderman and
Carlson voting ‘yes’.
There was no other public testimony.
CONT’D PUBLIC HEARING BEFORE PLANNING COMMISSION:

April 12, 2006

Members present: Strand, Sunderman, Larson, Carroll, Krieser, Cornelius, Esseks and Carlson; Taylor
absent.
Staff recommendation: Approval of Option A on the Comprehensive Plan Amendment, if the property
owners agree to fund the sanitary sewer costs associated with adding the additional area, or approval
only of Option B if the applicants are the only properties willing to fund the improvements; and approval
of the waiver for the area included in the Comprehensive Plan Amendment, with a developer agreement
to pay for the cost of over-sizing the sanitary sewer.
Ex Parte Communications: None.
Steve Henrichsen of Planning staff requested an additional two-week delay, announcing that the sewer
study was completed yesterday. The staff is hopeful to be prepared to address these items on April
26th.
Strand moved to defer two weeks, with continued public hearing and action scheduled for April 26,
2006, seconded by Sunderman and carried 8-0: Strand, Sunderman, Larson, Carroll, Krieser,
Cornelius, Esseks and Carlson voting ‘yes’; Taylor absent.
There was no other testimony.
CONT’D PUBLIC HEARING BEFORE PLANNING COMMISSION:

April 26, 2006

Members present: Esseks, Carroll, Larson, Strand, Cornelius, Taylor, Krieser and Carlson voting ‘yes’;
Sunderman absent.
Staff recommendation:
Comprehensive Plan Amendment: Approval of Option A, if the property owners agree to fund
the sanitary sewer costs associated with the additional area, or only approval of Option B, if the
applicants are the only properties willing to fund the improvements.
Waiver: Approval for the area included in Comprehensive Plan Amendment No. 06002, subject
to a developer agreement to pay for the cost of over-sizing the sanitary sewer.
Ex Parte Communications: None.
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The Clerk announced that the staff has requested an additional two-week deferral.
Strand moved to defer, with continued public hearing and action scheduled for May 10, 2006, seconded
by Taylor and carried 8-0: Esseks, Carroll, Larson, Strand, Cornelius, Taylor, Krieser and Carlson voting
‘yes’; Sunderman absent.
There was no testimony in support nor in opposition.
CONT’D PUBLIC HEARING BEFORE PLANNING COMMISSION:

May 10, 2006

Members present: Larson, Taylor, Carroll, Esseks, Strand, Cornelius, Sunderman and Carlson; Krieser
absent.
Staff recommendation: Approval, as revised on May 10, 2006.
Staff presentation:
Steve Henrichsen of Planning staff advised that the waiver is final action by the Planning Commission.
The Comprehensive Plan Amendment will be forwarded to the City Council. At the City Council hearing,
the Comprehensive Plan Amendment will be joined by a separate developer agreement. The
Comprehensive Plan Amendment has two components.
First, this proposes to amend the future service limit to include approximately 740 acres. The previous
staff recommendation was for up to 1000 acres, but as a result of meeting with the property owners, the
property owners on the eastern portion, generally on the west side of 98th Street, have chosen not to join
with the remaining coalition in a developer agreement to pay for the oversizing of the sanitary sewer.
The area being added to the future service limit is in a different drainage basin than Beal Slough, and
would flow south of Wagon Train Lake; however, the engineers for the applicants have found a way that
this area could be served by gravity without a substantial amount of cut and fill being required. Staff
concurs with the generalized initial routing for the sanitary sewer. The staff is recommending approval
of adding this area, particularly for the area west of 84th Street because it squares off an area that
otherwise might require substantial amount of grading to move the ridgeline. By the method of gravity
sewer shown here, there is the potential for substantially reducing the amount of fill and earth moving that
would be necessary. It is also something that could be done without any type of pump station.
The second part of the Comprehensive Plan Amendment is a change from Tier II for that area outside
of the Future Service Limit to be included inside of Tier I, and that all of that land would be shown as
Priority A. There is additional land on the east side of 70th that is inside of the Future Service Limit but
was shown as Priority B. The staff believes it appropriate for all of the property to be shown as Priority
A with the sewer service.
Staff is recommending approval of adding the 740 acres, subject to a development agreement that will
fund all of the costs associated with oversizing the sanitary sewer to service this area. The multiple
requests to delay these items were to try to finish all of the engineering studies and that impact has now
been addressed. The developer agreement would be reviewed by the City Council.
The staff recommendation is revised to show approximately 740 acres, not including the area of Jensen
Park, and revising the legal description for the waiver to exclude those properties that did not want to
be added to the Future Service Limit.
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Carroll wonders whether excluding the land to the east eliminates them as far as sewer extension.
Henrichsen responded, “no”, it reduces the need to build a parallel sewer north of Pine Lake Road at
approximately 60th and Pine Lake Road to 56th and Hwy 2. Page 3 of the staff report shows the
numerous city sewer lines that would have to be oversized if we did 1000 acres. The Sewer #2 need
would be eliminated, but we would still need to extend the sewers south of Yankee Hill out to serve this
area.
Larson inquired whether those property owners that opted out have their own septic systems, etc.
Henrichsen assumes that they do. Mostly, the offer to them was to include their acres for future
development down the road. Most of the property owners have entered into the coalition for urban
development rather than any type of acreage development. They would have to wait for the sewer to
come south through the Wagon Train Lake area.
Proponents
1. Kent Seacrest appeared on behalf of the new coalition of 13 different individuals and business
entities representing about 716 acres, more or less,
They have been meeting weekly to get this group together because the city is building some pipes in
Beal Slough and we need to get them sized right. The coalition is paying to oversize those pipes so that
we can get this area to drain by gravity flow. This is a great area because of the close proximity to Hwy
2, Jensen Park, and the 84th & Hwy 2 shopping areas. It is a good opportunity to make a great set of
neighborhoods. It is a good deal for the city because we are going to end up bringing in about 716
acres and the city is not going to have any oversizing costs to bring in a lot of land. The coalition will also
agree to do a master plan for drainage. This area was not in the plan before, but we are going ahead
to do the master planning before any annexation and permitting. It is also exciting because this coalition
is agreeing to master plan the road network, lot layouts, recreation, trails, etc. in the next six months.
Seacrest expressed appreciation to he staff for the extraordinary efforts to bring this area in.
Esseks inquired how the city will reimburse the owners for the oversizing costs. Seacrest stated that
they will not be reimbursed. It is an opportunity. The coalition recognizes that it’s either pay for it or wait
for the sewer to go down Salt Creek down to Hickman, around and then back up. That’s a long time.
This will keep the city very compact. We will be annexing very contiguously.
There was no testimony in opposition.
COMPREHENSIVE PLAN AMENDMENT NO. 06002
ACTION BY PLANNING COMMISSION:

May 10, 2006

Larson moved approval, as revised today, seconded by Carroll.
Carlson believes this has been a good job of adding another square mile of land.
Motion for approval carried 8-0: Larson, Taylor, Carroll, Esseks, Strand, Cornelius, Sunderman and
Carlson voting ‘yes’; Krieser absent. This is a recommendation to the City Council.
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WAIVER NO. 06002
ACTION BY PLANNING COMMISSION:

May 10, 2006

Larson moved approval, as revised today, seconded by Carroll and carried 8-0: Larson, Taylor, Carroll,
Esseks, Strand, Cornelius, Sunderman and Carlson voting ‘yes’; Krieser absent. This is final action
unless appealed to the City Council.
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